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[1] Foam formations at the sea surface significantly contribute to microvvave brightness 
temperature signatures over the ocean for moderate to high wind speeds. The thickness of 
l'clam layers generatecl by breaking waves follows a specifie distribution clue to 
unsteadiness of breaking and the large range of wave scales involvecl in the phenomenon. 
Although the effect of a distributed thickness-parameter on theloam-inducecl microwave 
brightness temperature may be comparable to or larger than the fractional whitecap 
coverage, it is not yet included in brightness moclels. To fill this gap, we develop a 
dynamical model for the conditional fraction of sea-surface covered by whitecaps with 
given thickness, as a function ofwind speed. It is an integrated function of the foam-Iayer 
lifetime and of the distribution of the total length of breaking fronts at given scale. The 
depth at which air bubbles are injectecl into the water column is scaled with breaking front 
velocity using reportecl clynamical properties of unsteady breaking regions. For wincl 
speecl less than 20 mis, the moclel predicts that 1wo thircls of the fraction al whitecap 
coverage is due to layers on average thinner than 60 cm ancl 35 cm for crest- ancl static
[oam f0l111ations, respectively. ln unstable atmospheric conditions, an inCl'ease in wincl 
speed l'rom 7 to 20 m/s corresponds to a coverage-vveighted foam-Iayer thickening of 
about 1 cm ancl3.5 cm, respectively. In neutral conditions, the thickening is approximately 
2 times lower. Still, this will incluce cloubling of foam emissivity at Ku ancl C 
bands. INDEX TERMS: 4504 Oceanography: Physical: Air/sea interactions (0312); 4275 Oceanography: 
General: Remote sensing and electromagnelic processes (0689); 4560 Oceanography: Physical: Surface waves 
and tides (1255); 0305 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Aerosols and particles (0345, 48(1); 
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1. Introduction 

[2] Although foam generatecl by breaking waves typically 
covers only a few percent ofthe sea surface, it has a profouncl 
effect on the average microwave brightness of the ocean 
surface [Rosel/k/'[/nz al/d Staelin, 1972; Stoglyn, 1972; Ross 
and Cardol/e, 1974; Smith, 1988; KUllkee and Gasiewski, 
1997; Guo el al., 2001; Monahan, 2002; Anguefova, 2002]. 
For surface wincl speecls greater than 15 mis, foam-inclucecl 
effects may provicle as much as half of the total sea surface 
signature to an orbiling microwave racliometer [Dl'Oppleman, 
1970; Barber and FVu, 1997]. 

[3] As originally proposecl by Siog/J'n [1972], the contri
bution of foam formations to sea surface brightness tem
perature can be moclelecl as a function of wincl speecl as 

T13/(f,p,(i, U) = F(U)· T,· ej~j'(f,p,()), (1) 

where ./; p, ancl 8 are the receiving electromagnetic 
frequency, polarization, ancl incidence angle of the measur
ing clevice, respectively, F( U) is the fraction of sea surface 
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area coverecl by whitecaps at wincl speecl U, T.I' is the 
physical temperature of foam, usually assumecl the same as 
the bulk sea surface tell1peral1ll'e, ancl e2F is the emissivily 
of lypical sea-foall1 layers. . 

[4] Extensive work has been concluctecl over the past years 
on the cleterll1ination of F(U), both experill1entally 
[Stog/:Jln, 1972; Ross and Cm'done, 1974; Jo/fonahan and 
o 'Muirchearlaigh, 1980; Bondur and Sharkov, 1982; 
Monahan and Woo(f; 1989; Xu et al., 2000] ancl theoretically 
[Phil/ips, 1985; Huang et al., 1986; Wu, 1988]. Empirical 
moclels for F( U) are most often usecl in equation (1) to 
estimate the wincl speecl clepenclence of TBj [ e.g., Tang, 1974; 
Barber and Wil, 1997; Kunkee and Gasiewski, 1997]. The 
microwave emissivity eR? of typical sea-foam layers is 
usually cleterminecl using empirical formulas that are wincl 
inclepenclent, ancl only functions of frequency f, inciclence 
angle 0, ancl polarization p [Stog/)!J1, 1972; Pandc,JI and Kakm; 
1982; Koepke, 1986a; Smith, 1988]. In sllch moclels for TB/; 

the effect of changes in foam properties as a function ofwincl 
speecl are therefore solely seen as changes in fractional 
coverage. 

[5] Breaking waves at the ocean 's surface in je ct bubbles 
ancl turbulence into the water column. During periocls of 
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rough weather, the scales .and occurrencc of \~/ave breaking 
will increase with increaslilg sea states and willd stress. An 
enhancecl breaking activi[y results in clccper ancl more 
intense mixing of the sur/lIce waters and the localized 
turbulent transport of bubbles to clepth [Terrill el al., 
2001]. \3o[h whi[ecaps ancl bubble cloucls are correlatecl 
via their clependence on wincl speed. The air void fraction, 
the size distribution of bubbles within foam layers and the 
vertical thickness of these layers will vary greatly in space 
and time as a function of the synoptic wincl ancl wave 
conditions. 

[6] Experimental works [Williall/s, 197/; Norberg el al., 
1971; VanMelle el al., 1973; Websler el al., 1976; 
Bordonskzy el al., 1978; Wilheil, 1979; SlIlilh, 1988; f'Vàng 
el al., 1995; Asher el al., 1998] as weil as theoretical 
stuclies [Dl'Oppleman, 1970; Rosenkml/z and Siaelin, 
1972; Dombrovskiy, 1979; Dombl'OvskZF and Raizer, 
1992; Guo el al., 2001] have shown that these structural 
l'ca turcs of foam layers are the major cleterminants of 
their microwave emissivity at given frequency, incidence 
angle, ancl polarization. 

[7] In particular, variation in the vertical thickness 6 of 
foam layers strongly alter their emissivity. For example, 
laboratory measurements conclucted by Williams [1971] 
reveal that an increase of foam-layer thickness 6.6 of about 
2 m111 doubles the foam emissivity at X-band [see Ulabyet 
al., 1986, pp. 1455]. A detailed review showing the large 
impact of that parameter on foam-incluced microwave 
emissivity is first given in this paper. Large. eft(~cts induced 
by thickness variation have also been observed or theOl'et
ically predicted at differing frequency bancls, with magni
tude depending on the ratio 6.6/Àm where \, is the 
electromagnetic vvavelength. An important consequence is 
that small variations of foam-layer thickness with varying 
wincl stress may on average have the same or even larger 
impact on TB/, than cio changes in fraction al whitecap 
coverage. While the associated variation in the air void 
fraction and bubble size with foam depth may also strongly 
affect foam emissivity, wc solely focus in the present paper 
on the impact of distributed foam-layer thicknesses at the 
sea surface. Indeed, bubble void fractions and size distribu
tions beneath breaking waves were shown to depend on the 
scale (wavelength or speed) of the waves carrying the 
breakers [r/c/gle and Farl71er, 1992; Lamarre and Melville, 
1992]. Impact of these parameters will therefore be evalu
ated once a realistic distribution offoam-layer thicknesses is 
provided as a function of wind speed and breaking wave 
scale. 

[8] The impact of F on the brightness temperature has 
received much more attention in the past than the effects of 
naturally distributedl'oam-layer thicknesses at the ocean 
surface and their dependence with wind speed. For example, 
Wilheit [1979] assumed a wind dependence for ehT but 
arbitrarily fixed an overall averaged sea foam-layer thick
ness of 1 cm to achieve best correspondence between his 
theoretical calculations of TWand experimental data. The 
issue of consistency of the choice for this particular value 
with pertinent hydrodynamic data was not addressed. Tbere
fore, whether one uses wind-c!ependent forms t'or eh'l 
[J;Vilheil, 1979] or wind-indepenc!ent formulas [e.g., 
Slog/JIIl, 1972; Pandey and Kakar, 1982; Smilh, 1988], 
thë effects of change in the foam-Iayer thickness distribution 

as a funclion of wind speed is no[ taken in[o accounl in the 
mocleling of T'lIj: As a resulI, il rcmains gencrally unclear 
wh ether lhe diflerences between theore[ical calculalions and 
experimen[al dala shoulcl be allributed to cleficiencies of the 
scattering model for eh!" or lo an inaccura[e description of 
lhe slalistical properties of sea-foam formations. 

[9] \Vhcn llsing currcnt emissivity modcls for eh!" [e.g., 
D()lIIh/'Ov.l'k/~v alld Raizer, 1992; Guo el al., 2001 J to 
evaluate the global impact of clistriblltecl foam-Iayer thick
nesses on T8j; an estimate of the conditional fraction of~sea 
surfllce covered by whitecaps with average thickness 8 at 
given wincl speed U, namely F( U, 8), is th us neecled. ln this 
framework, equation (1) is then rewritten in the more 
general lèmll 

TlJr((),p,/, U) = ./ F(U, 6) . 7'., . ci?! ((),p,/, 5)d6, (2) 

where ehf"(8, p,./; 8) is the mllili-parameter dependence of 
foam et11lssivity, incillding foam-layer thickness impact, that 
can be derived l'rom recently developed radiative transfer 
models. 

[10] The primary objective ofthis paper is therefore to lay 
down a consistent analysis to relate fractional sea surface 
area covered by whitecaps to their average thickness 8. To 
this end, a time-dependent foam-layer thickness model for 
individual breakers 8 (1, À), where À is the wavelength of the 
underlying carrier wave, is first derived in the second 
section of the paper. Using self-similarity assumptions 
concerning the instantaneous geometry of breaking regions, 
the model for 6 (t, À) is based on the reported dynamics of 
single whitecaps area [Kenne[()1 and Snyder, 1983; Koepke, 
1986b; Sharkov, 1995] and on the measured dynamical 
scaling of bubble c10uds extent underneath unsteady break
ers [Rapp [lnd Melville, 1990]. 

[II] Developments and concepts originally introduced 
by Phillips [1985] are th en used to provide the model 
for F(U, 8). Namely, we use his proposed definition for the 
whitecap fractional coverage F generated by breaking 
wave crests, 

F( U) = l'X) j'''/1 CT /\ (c, U)dc, 
./0 . -,,/2 

(3) 

where 2 is the velocily of advance of llnderlying waves 
carrying a whitecap, the distribution function 1\(2, U)d2 
represents the average length pel' unit surface area of 
breaking fronts that have velocities in the range 2 to 2 + 
d2 at wind speed U, and T is the persistence time of foam 
layers at the surface. 

[12] Various models have been proposed for the function 
1\(2, U). This function directly enters the characterization 
of the expected energy losses at a given surface scale. 
Consequently, the distribution 1\(2, U) may be expressed 
through a wave spectrum definition. Tn a sea state at 
statistical equilibrium, a model for 1\(2, U) can thus be 
dcrived using the established proportionality between dis
sipation and wind input sources in the wave field [Phillips, 
1985]. Recently, Melville and Malusov [2002] were able to 
measure the distribution function 1\(2, U)d2 in several 
wind forcing condilions. They show that wh en weighted 
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by VIC}, where V IO is the wincl speed at 10-m height, the 
/\ measurements collapse npproximately onto a single 
exponential curve. The usc 01' ineremental breaking prob
abilities may also be eonsidered to cletelllline /\(Zt, V), 
sueh as the moclcl for clominant brenking waves reeenlly 
developecl by Makil/ al/d f(l/dryaFI.\·C'\! [2002]. In a thircl 
section, wc bridly compare these three nvailable parallle
terizations l'or /\(t, V )dt. 

[13] Depencling upon the ehoice for the form of the 
function l'l, wc then assess the ability of the dynamicalmodcl 
of equation (3) to correctly reproduce measured whitecap 
coverages as a function ofwind speed. Taking the empirieal 
model o l' Me/Fille al/d Mail/SOl' [2002]1'01' /\(t, V), ancl fixing 
the relative value of thef'oam-Iayer persistence time T to the 
active breaking events cluration, the moclel is shown to 
perf'orm wellf'or both the reportecl "dynamic l'Dam" coverage 
associatecl with the breaking wave crests, ancl the "static 
foam" eoverage associatecl with olcler l'oam formations that 
remain in the wake of a breaker. 

[14] Classes ofbreaking fronts moving at a given speed are 
further associatecl with classes ofJ'oam layers having a given 
characteristic thickness scale 6 (c), using the previously 
clevelopecl 11l0clelf'or 6 (/, >-.). The incremental fraction 
dF(6, U) of sea surface coverecl by foamf'ormatio!1s with 
average thickness between 6 ancl 6 + d6 at wind speed U is then 
cleducecl l'rom the incremental model of whitecap coverage 
dF(c, U), A correction is finally included in the modeling to 
account for the atmospheric bounclary-Iayer stability effects, 
Results and their impact on passive microwave remote 
sensing of sea surface are cliscllssed in a last section. 

2. Impact of Sea-Foam Layer Thickness on the 
Microwave Emissivity 

[15] Moclels proposed so far for calculating the emissivity 
e 2F of sea-foam formations at various incidence angles, 
nlicrowave frequencies, ancl polarizations may be clivided 
into two types: e11lpirical formulas [Slog/yn, 1972; Wilheit, 
1979; Pandey and [(akar, 1982; Smith, 1988; Barber al/d 
rViI, [997] and physically-basecl 11lodels [Dropplelllal/, [970; 
Rose17kml1z and Stae/il/, 1972; Do 171 bro vskiy, [979; 
DombrovskZJI and Raizer, 1992; Guo et al., 2001]. Empirical 
approaches for efiF consist in fitting procedures using clata 
l'rom laboratory UVi//iams, 1971] as weil as field experi
ments [Slog/)Jf/, 1972; Wilheil, 1979; Pandey al/d Kalwr, 
1982; Smith, 1988]. Theoretical models take into account the 
physical properties of foam formations at the sea surface and 
propose electromagnetic solutions to determine their specific 
emissivities, Between existing theoretical approaches, differ
ences mainly lie in the way the inner structure of a typical 
t'oam layer is clescribecl within the mode l, but also in the type 
of electromagnetic scattering theOl'y used to compute the 
effective dielectric constant of that layer. Dropplema17 
[1970] th us 1110deled 1'0 a 111 as a porous dielectric layer 0 f 
air and water mixture andused a dielectric mixing model for 
heterogeneous materials. Rosenkm17z and Siaelin [1972], 
ancl later Bordol/.I'kZv el al. [1978], assumed that sea foam 
as probed by a microvvave radiometer may be modeled as 
series of plane-parallel thin waterfilms embedded in an air 
volume. They used a J11ulti-layered approach to evaluate its 
rellectivity. ln 1110re recent studies by Dombl'Ovskiy [1979], 
DOlllbJ'Ovskiv alld Raizel' [1992] and Guo et al. [2001], foam 

layers arc modclec\ as volumes of denscly distributecl stieky 
air bubblcs eoatcd with thin seawater eoating. Dense mcdia 
radiative translcr theory is thcn used to calculate the brighl
ness temperaturcs of sueh layers at di l'[crent mierowavc 
Il'eq ucncies. 

[ICl] Despite these eonceptual differenccs, both cmpirical 
ami theoretical approaehes agree on thc fael that al miero
wavc Il'cquencics, the emissivity of a sea-Jaam layer will 
mainly depenc\ on the microstructure propertics of the layer 
itself (bubble size distribution, air void fraction within the 
layer, strength of aclhesive forces between bubblcs, etc.) ancl 
on thc l'oam-Iayer thickness, which is an important macro
scale clescriptor of the air-water mixture. 

[17] The eff'ects of the thickness 6 ofl'oam layers on their 
microwave emissivities were fÏrst studiecl in the laboratory by 
Wi//iallls [1971]. He measured emissivities in a waveguicle 
and found that at X-band (\, = 3.2 cm), an increase of the 
foam-Iayer thickness J"OI11 0 to about 2 mm inCl'eases the 
emissivity fi'om about 0.4 to 0.8. Note thal Wi/!iall/s [1971] 
carried out his tank studies using fresh water with soap to 
stabilize the bubbles produced. Care should therefore be 
taken when one tries to cxtend his results to sea water without 
surfactants. Radiometric measurements were also conducted 
later in the laboratory by BOl'dol7skZJi et al. [1978] at electro
magnetic wavelengths \" = 0.26, 0.86, 2.08, 8, and 18 cm in 
the presence of spontaneous decay of a thick foam layer (6 ~ 
1-1.5 cm) into a thin emulsive mono layer (6 ~ 0.1 cm). They 
found a simultaneous decrease ~efiJ' in the measured emis
sivity of 3%, 15%, 20%, 40%, and [4<% at \" = 0.26, 0.86, 
2.08, 8, and 18 cm, respectively, They concluded that the 
decimeter range of wavelengths (\, = 18 cm) only reacts to 
layers thicker than about 2 cm. More recently, similar 
experimental measurements were performed by Ashel' el al. 
[1998] at 19 GHz (\, = 1.6 cm), incidence angle of 53° in 
vertical and horizontal polarization, As revealed, an increase 
of about 2 cm in sea-foam-Iayer vertical thickness woule! 
approximately double the emissivity. 

[IS] These experimental results are consistent with 
Dl'Opplell7an's [1970] model and the radiative transfer 
calculations of Guo et al. [2001] at 20 and 19 GHz, 
respectively. Both models predict an increase of approxi
mately 50%, in foam emissivity if ~6 '::::' +2 cm. Guo et al. 's 
[2001] model moreover reveals that the polarization and 
frequency dependencies offoam emissivity are also strongly 
thickness dependent. Saturation, i.e., foam radiations tend
ing to a black body, thus occurs at thinner foam layers for 
37 GHz than 19 GHz and depends on the polarization. In 
addition, Zhou el a/. [2002] also observed emissivity satu
ration as thef'oam-Iayer thickness increases. They found that 
the four Stokes parameters level offto constant values once a 
threshold thickness value is reached. 

[19] The main results from these studies are sUl11marized 
in Figure l, where the measurecl or predicted relative change 
in foam emissivity is plotted as a function of the ratio 
between foam-thickness variation and electromagnetic 
wavelength. A large dispersion is observed in the data, 
probably due to either different incidence angle and polar
ization conditions, or to differences in the inner structure 
(air void fraction, mean bubble diameters) of the foam 
layers considered. Nevertheless, two key points are illus
trated: (1) for small variations in sea-foam thickness less 
than about 2\(1) changes in emissivity always Im'ger th an 
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Figure 1. Relalive variation 6efl!' of l'oam emissivity as a 
function ofvarialion in the thickness offoam layer 66 with 
respect to electromagnetic wavelength \(1 (\0 = 0.26, 0.86, 
2.08, 8, ancl 18 cm for Bordonsk(J' el al. [1978]; \0 = 3.2 cm 
for Williall/s [1971], \, = 1.6 cm for Asher el al. [1998], ancl 
Dropplell/an [1970]). 

14% are observecl J'or a wicle range of electromagnetic 
frequencies (they can occasionally reach 55%), ancl (2) J'or 
thickness variations large compare to e1ectr0I11agnetic wave
length (66 » 2\0)' saturation occurs ancl the increase in 
foam-inclucecl emissivity is reclucecl. 

[20] Accorcling to Monahan and H'oo/f[ 1989],fi'actional 
whitecap coverage F( U) increases from about 0 to 0.12 if 
wincl speecl increases l'rom 0 to 20 m s ~ 1. In this wincl speecl 
range,l'oam coverage variations therefore incluce changes in 
foam emissivity that are always smaller than 12% (e.g., see 
equation 1). As alreacly noticecl by SII/ith [1988] ancl 
illustratecl here, small variation in the averagecl l'oam thick
ness parallleter \vith wincl stress may therefore have the 
sallle or even larger incremental effect on TBr as cloes the 
fractional coverage F. . 

3. Dynamical Model of Whitecap Thickness for 
an Individual Breaker 

[21] Owing to the strong unsteacliness of the breaking 
phenomenon ancl the large range of surtàce scales involvecl 
al sea, little is known about the clynamics of the J'oaming 
pro cess ancl, consequently, about the associatecl vertical 
thickness of whitecaps. However, the clynamics 'of such a 
process have been carefully stucliecl both in the laboratory 
and theoretically l'or the so-callecl quasi-steacly breakers 
(waves proclucecl by ships or hyclrol'oils moving at constant 
speecl). For unsleacly breaking waves of open seas, clynamics 
of associatecl foam layers have been mainly characterizecl by 
the evolution of the foaming patch at the surfàce ancl the 
mixing depth of the turbulent c1iphasic flows generatecl 
unclerneath the interface. 

3.1. Quasi-Steady Breaking 
[22] Longuel-Higgins alld Turner [1974] conductecl a 

theoretical analysis of the turbulent breaking region grow-

ing on thc I"orward I~lce or an individual spilling breaker. l3y 
using approximate equatiolls or motion, eombined with 
some relaled experimental clata on air entrainmenl in frce
surface now, they \Vere able to prec1ict the aceelcration of 
the front of the breaker and some aspects of the shape of the 
breaking region, both as a function of the wave's phase 
speed c and the slopc () of the forwarc\ Illce. Unc\er the 
assumptions that the Ilow is steacly in time ancl thal the 
lèmvard slope of the carrying wave remains constant, these 
authors show that the thickness of the whitecap b is 
proportional to the distancc measured l'rom the cresl of 
the wave. 

[23] Since the laboratory measLiremenls of [DIII/Cml, 
1981] on quasi-sleacly breaking waves (generalecl by a 
hyclrol'oi1 towed at a conslant speecl), it is further \ovidely 
reeognizec\ lhal the overall geomelry of quasi-steacly spilling 
breaking waves may be assumecl 10 be slatislically self
similar. On average, the larger breakers are magnifiecl 
copies of the smaller ones. The breaking region itself is a 
fixecl fraction A of the cross-sectional area of the wave and 
is also statistically self .. similar. 

[24] The geometry for the whitecap as given by DUllcan 
[1981] is described in Figure 2. Tt is very similar to the 
representation of whitecaps as "prism located on wave 
slope," as depicled by [Borlkovskii, !987]. DUllcan [198!] 
derived scaling laws for the following paralllelers describing 
a quasi-steacly spilling breaker: the average length Lh, the 
average thickness 6, the area A ':::' Lb6 of the breaking region 
in the main direction of propagation of the carrying \Vave, 
ancl the length of the breaking wave \. He found that for 
quasi-steady breakers, (1) ail the waves have breaking 
regions with the same aspect ratio AlLY, ':::' O.!; that is, the 
breaking region average vertical thickness cliviclecl by its 
length is a constant; and (2) the ratio between the length of 
the breaking region and the length of the breaking wave is 
the same for ail conditions, LI'/\ ':::' 30%. Accordingly, the 
following similarity law for the average whitecap thickness 
will apply: 

6(À) Rd b . À, (4) 

( ,1 

Figure 2. Sketch showing the features of a quasi-steacly 
spilling breaker. The wave is moving l'rom left to right and 
has a whitecap on its f'orward (àce. 
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where li is <ln empirieal constant estimatecl by DIII/cal/ 
[1981] to he li ê':' 0.03 for qllasi-steacly breaking waves. 

3.2. Trallsiellt Brealdllg I~vents 
[25] For tntnsient breaking events, the similarity law 

(eqllation (4)) is expectecl to be violatecl. Sincc thc foam
layer clynamics is basically lInsteacly, one has in general 
b (À, t) ;J b (À). Blibbles anclturbulence are injectecl into the 
water column clown to a clepth which evolves significanlly 
cluring a complete unsteacly event since the process is clriven 
by a transient source of motion at the surfilce. 

[26] The growth and clecay rate 01' unsteacly whitecaps 
were stucliecl by several authors in terIns of the temporal 
evolution of the area coverecl at the surface by indivicillai 
whitecaps [Mol/ahal/, 1971; Ke/lne{()' and SI/yder, 1983; 
Koepke, 1984; MOI/ahan al/d Woolf; 1989; Walker, 1994; 
Sharkov, 1995]. [n these studies, reportecl temporal varia
tion in whitecaps area is observecl to peak rapiclly cluring 
active breaking with a slower exponential clecay afler 
formation. MOI/ahan [1988] suggested the terIns "Stage A" 
ancl "Stage B" 10 classify these visual signatures of break
ers. Stage A features are due to actively breaking waves, 
while stage B features consist of the "fossil foam" or 
"foam rafts" that remained in the wake of a stage A 
breaker. Works by Kel//le{()i and Snyder [1983] ancl Koepke 
[1984] give support to a monotonic increase orthe whitecap 
size cluring stage A. The exponenlial character offoam field 
clecay (stage B) was clearly measured by Sl!arko]! [1995] 
from analysis of time patterns of individual foam spqt 
dissipation. 

[27] Subsurface characterization of the foam layers was 
given by Rapp al/d Melvil/e [1990], who measured the time 
evolution of the clepth clown to which 11lrbulent patches 
generated under unsteady breaking waves cio mix. Theil' 
subsurface measurements show that the turbulent regiol1 
generated beneath the interface by a breaking wave with 
carrier wavenumber k mixes clown to a clepth D, with kD ~ 
0.5 -1 al' ter four wave periods. They found that the initial 
deepening of the layer is very rapid cluring the first periocl 
arter breaking, such that kD ~ 0.3, 0.5 within hall' a wave 
periocl for spilling and plunging waves, respectively. They 
further show that this layer is subsequently reaching an 
asymptotic depenclence D ex (1/4, arter one to two wave 
periods. 

[28] Assuming that the breaking region geometry in 
unsteady breaking waves is also self-similar, we postulate 
that the respective clynamics of U1e foam-layer thickness and 
surface area are similar, so that 6 (À, t) can be approximatecl 
by the following process: 

6(\, /) = [3(\)/ 

6(\, /) = 6I1w,(\) exp ( _ / ~/T*) 
(5) 

where 0(À) is the temporal rate of increase of the air-vvater 
mixture thickness cluring stage A, T* the mean cluration orthe 
active breaking event, T' is an appropriate exponential time 
constant and 61/1i1x(À) is the maximum thickness a foam layer 
generated by a breaking wave with length À may reach. 

[29] Mean dUl~ation of active breaking events T* was 
inferred from high-frequency raclar measurements by 

Phillli).\" cl al. [200 l, Figure 4] . They found a rairly clear 
linear proportionality between the mean duration or the 
breaking event T* and the event speed, consistent with the 
rc!ation T* = 5 (dg) ê':' O.X 7" where T" is the breaking wave 
period. As notieecl by PMI/Ii).\" cl al. 12001], RapjJ a/ld 
Meh>il/e [1990] also 1()Und that this expression suml11arized 
weil their laboratory Illcasurcments. 1 l' wc f'urther define the 
"wavelength" of the brenkcr as À = 2TIc2/g using the 
dispersion relationship for gravit y waves in dcep water, 
th en T* ~ 0.64À I

/
2

. 

[30] To determine the temporal rate (3 of increase of an 
indiviclual l'mun-layer thickness cluring stage JI, we postulate 
that at the end of the active stage (approximately afler T* ~ 
80%, of the wave periocl), the layer thickens down to a 
maximum c1epth fi. 6l/1axCÀ) = 0.4, in accordance with Rapp 
alld Melville's [1990] measurements. Therefore the rate of 
vertical growth for the foam layer during stage A might be 
expressed as 

(6) 

[31] The last parameter to be c1etermined in equation (5) is 
the exponential lime T'. This parameter is the lifetime of 
(single) surface bubbles, and it differs for fresh and salt 
water samples. JI;[o/lahan al/d Ziet!ow [1969] report T' is 
2.54 s for fresh water whitecaps and 3.85 s for salt water 
whitecaps. Zheng et al. [1983] show that the bubble lifetime 
follows a Rayleigh distribution. The mean lifetime is a 
function of the bubble size with average lifetimes of 
nominally 2.24, 2.98, and 3.89 s, reported of tap water, 
Delaware bay water, and Atlantic Ocean water, respectively. 
Accordingly, these measurements suggest T' ~ 2.5 s for 
fresh water and T' ~ 3.8 s for salt water. Note that these 
duralions are not only clue to how long the fresh- and salt
water bubbles persist once they reach the surface, but they 
also reflect the fact that these bubbles rise to the surface 
l'rom the sub-surface bubble plume with different effective 
rise velocities, clue in large measure to their clifferent 
characteristic raclii. 

[32] Time evolution of the average vertical thickness of 
foam layers as a function of the breaker wavelength as 
predicted by the model (eql1ation (5)) is illustrated in 
Figure 3. Accorcling to such a mode!, foam layers generated 
by breaking waves thicker than 5 cm only occur for 
underlying carrier wavelength greater than ~l 111. Although 
our approach is an oversimplification of the actual unsteady 
fiow, the most important physical l'catures of transient 
breaking waves in the field shoulcl be incll1ded. 

4. Models for the IncrementaI Breaking 
Statistics 1\(2) 
4.1. I\(ê): Definition 

[33] The c1efinition of the average Jength A(e) of breaking 
fronts per unit area per unit speed interval has been 
originally introduced by Phil/ips [1985]. When a single 
breaking event starts, a turbulent l'oam patch is generally 
initiated at some point on the wave crest, and during the 
active breaking periocl, the patch spreads both laterally, 
along the direction of travel of the wave, and clown into 
the water column. Although the foam patch area is turbulent 
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Figure 3. Evolution of the foam-Iayer thickness as a 
function of time for several breaking carrier wavelengths 
(number in meters) and for salt water (T' = 3,8 s). 

and therefore exhibits intermittent boundaries during a 
complete breaking process, at any instant in time, its lateral 
dimension can al ways be represented by a main axis having 
the shape of an arc segment. The length of the breaking 
front A, at that particular time, is a measure of the length of 
this lateral arc segment (see Figure 2). As t\1e wind blows 
over the water surface, at any instant, the fronts of the 
breaking waves therefore define a distribution of isolated 
lines or arc segments. The scales of the breaking waves 
coyer a very wide range, From short gravit y waves (15-
30 cm or so) generating a vely short-life turbulent patch 
with low air content, to actual whitecaps in which the 
breaking and the generation of turbulence is so vigorous 
that extensive patches of foam are generated. 

[34] There is clearly some tight association of the foam 
patch initial dynamics and some characteristic sc ales of 
the carrying wave. Phillips [1985] proposed to use the 
velocity e of the breaking fronts to parameterize their 
length. He introduced the distribution A(e) [111-

2 s], such 
that A(e)de represents the average total length pel' unit 
surface area of breaking fronts that have velocities in the 
range e to e + de. The total length of breaking fronts pel' 
unit area is then 

i'N j'7</2 
L = 1\ (2)d2. 

,0 . -7</2 
(7) 

[35] In unit time, the fraction of sea-surface area traversed 
by breaking fronts with velocities between e and e -1- de is 
cA(e)de, so that the fraction oftotal surface area turned over 
per unit time, or the turnover rate, is 

i'<Xl j'7</2 
R = c 1\ (2)d2. 

,0 '-7</2 
(8) 

[36] This quantity also expresses the total number of 
bre~king waves of ail scales passing a given point per unit 
time; the distribution cA(e)de specifies the expected l1lun-

ber pel' unit lime passing a fixed point \Vith velocilies in the 
interval e to e -1- de. 

4.2. Modcl for I\(e) in a Sca Statc al 
Statistical Equilibriulll 

[37] Thc cnergy loss by an inclividual \Vave breaker \Vas 
also quantified by [Dul/call, 1981:1 during his experimenls 
on quasi-steady breakers. The tangential force exerted pel' 
unit length by the \Veight of the breaking zone was found to 
be proportional to c4 jg with a proportionality fhctor equal to 
the previously introduced constant h, equation (4). The rate 
of energy loss D;lId pel' unit surface in a breaker moving 
with the phase speed c can therefore be expressed as . 

(9) 

Duncan 's result is for quasi-steady breaking. J1;[elvil/e 
[1994] showed that similar scaling applies to unsteady 
breaking with a modified proportionality factor h' ~ (3-
16) 10-3 . The average value for unsteady brealœr h' ~ 
9.10-3 is used further throughout the model calculations. 

[38] On the basis ofthis formulation for the energy loss of 
an individual breaking wave, Phillips [1985] expressed the 
average rate of energy loss per unit area by breakers with 
speeds between 2 and 2 + d2 as 

(10) 

[39] This average rate of energy loss by breakers pel' unit 
area, E, can further be related in k-space to the spectral rate 
of dissipation of wave action, namely the dissipation source 
term Sds in the wave action balance equation, 

(11 ) 

where w is the intrinsic frequel],cy <2,1' the~ wave component 
with wavenumber in the range k to k + dk. Thus, providing 
(l) a model for the dissipation source term Sds and (2) a 
relationship between breaker lengths and velocities, equa
tions (l0) and (lI) allow us to evaluate the totallength of 
breaking fronts pel' unit area A(2). 

[40] There are~several proposed forms for the dissipation 
source term Srl.v(k) [Hasse/mann, 1974; Komen et al" 1984; 
Phillips, 1985; Donelan and Pierson, 1987]. They were 
reviewed in detail by Donelan and Yuan in the work by 
Komen et al. [1994]. The 1110deling ofthe dissipation source 
function is the least understood aspect of the physics of 
wave evolution. Consequently, attempts to determine A(e) 
from other and better known source functions, like the wind 
input source, seem preferable. 

[41] Following Phillips [1985], a statistical equilibrium in 
the spectral gravit y range will imply proportionality 
betwccn ail sources in the wave action balance, If Sillk) 
describes the wind input source function, in a sea state at 
statistical equilibriul11, equation (lI) can be rewritten [see 
Ph iIlips , 1985, p. 522], 

( 12) 
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[42] The input source function follows the standard def- 10° ,-----.---,--.--,--,--,-,-r-r--,,-~-~ 
inition, 

(13) 

with ~(k) being the wind input growth rate, and N(k) the 
wave spectral action. From a survey of field and laboratory 
experiments, Plant [1982] suggests that the wind-induced 
wave growth rate is given by 

(4) (11;-)2 ~ k = III -;:- cos(0)w, (14) 

where 117 = (0.04 ± 0.02), u* is the wind friction velocity 
and () the angle between the wind and the wave component 
k. With the action spectral density defined as N(k) = gF(k)/ 
w, where F(k) is the directional wavenumber spectrum of 
the sea surface, the average rate of energy loss by breakers 
per unit area, E becomes 

(
l/ )2 c(k)ik = 171'g ;' cos(0)WF(k)dk. ( 15) 

[43] In order to establish a model for I\(e), it is now 
necessary to relate breaker wavelengths to their speed. The 
use ofthe dispersion relation for deep water gravit y waves w = 

Cgk) 1/2 is valid only for waves free of any Doppler-shifting 
effects due to advection by the orbital velocities of longer 
waves. Phillips [1985] argued that Doppler shifting is insig
nificant for the components whose phase speeds c > (21\s)Cp , 

where Cp is the phase speed of the dominant wave and s = 

IfjIÀp is the "significant slope," defined as the ratio of the 
mean-square surface displacement in the wave field associ
ated with the dominant wave to the wavelength at the peak of 
the surface wave spectrum. While care will be taken, vve 
neglect Doppler-shifting effects for waves carrying white
caps at a speed less than this threshold phase speed and apply 
the dispersion relationship ev en for the smaller breakers. 
However, we only consider waves longer them À/II;1/ = 20 cm 
(with corresponding wavenumber kl//(/x = 21\/À/II;I/), since 
waves shorter th an this length generate capillaries rather than 
break to dissipate their energy [Kudl)l(lvtsev et al., 1999]. 
Under these simplifiee! assumptions, k= glc2

, and, an element 
of area dk on the wavenumber plane can therefore be relatee! 
to the element de on the velocity plane by 

( 16) 

[44] COll1bining equations (10), (15), and (16) yiele!s the 
following expression for the distribution I\(e) for a sea-state 
at statistical equilibriul11, 

( 17) 

wherc a factor 2 is arising sincc the direction of 2 is taken to 
lic between and i, while that of k ranges over -1\ JO 1\. 

[45] If the spectral modcl of Phi/lips [1985], F(k) ex 
cos 1/2(0)11 *g-- 1/2V-7/2 is chosen, 1\(2) ex COS312(0)1I f.gc- 7 

[see Ph i/lips , 1985, cquation (6.7)]. In the present work, 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 15 20 
c [m.s-1 ] 

Figure 4. Omni-directional distribution of the length of 
breaking fronts at several wind speeds values, ranging from 
U IO = 5 to 19 m S-I (by steps of 2 111 8-

1
). Thick lines: 

model for a sea state at statistical equilibrium; thin dotted 
Iines: empirical model of M~elville and Matusov [2002]; thin 
solid lines: model of Makïn and KuchJiavtsev [2002] for 
dominant breaking waves. 

we use for F(k) the empirically derived unified spectral 
model of EI/al/haïly et al. [1997] because it reproduces 
well significant wave height for developing seas and 
measured me an square slopes. Finally, the evolution of 
the omni-diryctional distribution of breaking front length 
can be written 

;

.,,/2 
Aeq(c) = . -,,/2 C Acq (c)dO, (18) 

and is shown in Figure 4 for different wind speeds using 
the unified spectral model for l'ully developed seas (inverse 
wave age is set to 0.8). 

4.3. Empirical Model of 1\(2) 

[46] Recently, Melville and Malusov [2002] were able to 
measure the distribution function l\(c)d2 l'rom video images 
acquired l'rom a light aircraft. Using a particle imaging 
velocimetry technique (PlV), they could ll1easure the 
velocity of the local boundary of individual whitecaps, 
giving 1\(2)de. Data collected at three averaged 10-m wind 
speeds (U IO = 7.2,9.8 and 13.6111 S-I) for well-developed 
sea-stntes (wind-wave fetch was in the range 100-150 k111) 
shows that when weighted by UIO -

3
, the measurcments of 

I\(e) collnpse approximately Ol1to a single exponential 
curve, 

() (U Il() ] 3 3 10.4 ·_·IlMc A"/111' C = 1 Il x.. xe· . (19) 

[47] Figure 4 compares the results l'rom Melville alld 
Malllsov's [2002] el11pirical fit to the prcvious model l'or n 
l'ully developce! sen state at statistical equilibrium. As 
noticec\ by Melville alld Malllsov [2002], their empirical 
results are consistent with Phill1iJs' [1985] cquilibriul11 
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subrange for lat'ger e values where /\(e) ex: c 6 loeally in 
both cases. However, at s111all c values, the model of /\(e) 
for a l'ully cleveloped sea state al statistieal equilibriulll 
prediets a 111ueh higher density of s111all breakers than the 
one 111easured by Melville alld MalI/sol' [2002]. 

4.4. Statistical lVlodcl of A(c) for Dominant Wavcs 
[4N] rV[ociels for ocean wave breaking statisties usually 

share the eOIll111on hypotheses that wave breaking oeeurs 
when sOllle ranclom variable deseribing the wave field 
exceeds a critical value. Aillong the various physieal param
eters e!eseribing lhe field, the variables most onen assoei
ated with wave breaking criteria are the surlnce elevation 
[LolIguel-Higgins, 1969; HI/ang el a/., 1986], the horizontal 
velocity [Banl1er alld Phillip.l', 1974; Liu and Yan, 1995], the 
vertical acceleration [Kennedy alld Snye/er, 1983; 
Sroko.l'z, 1986], and the surface slope [Oehi alld n'ai, 1983; 
LOlIguel-Higgins, 1987; Banner el al., 2000]. 

[49] Makil1 alld KlIdl)!{lvlsev [2002] proposed a model of 
/\(e) for dominant waves that is basee! on a statistical concept 
of a threshole!level for surface elevation. They usee! a general 
expression for the mean length of a contour represented by 
the intersection of the wavy surface by a plane of a constant 
llCight ( = (0 = eOllsl per unit area, as e!erived by Longllel
Higgins [1957] for a narrow band process. When the surface 
level ( exceee!s the thresholcl level (0, waves are assumee! to 
break. The average total length pel' unit surface area of 
breaking fronts can then be foune! from the length of contours 
at that leve!. 

[50] Assuming the dominant 'Nave spectrum to be narrow, 
Jl1akin and Kllc!Jyavlsev [2002] proposee! the following form 
for /\(e) which shoulcl only be valid in the wavenumber range 
k :S 2kl" where kp is the spectral peak wavenumber: 

(20) 

where E,I' = 2kll/1I100 1/2 is the e!ominant wave steepness, kil/ = 
(1/120/1710011/2 }efines the mean wavenumber, ane! 11111/11 = J 
/c./ II /c"IIF(k)dk are the spectral moments of orcier 11111. In 
equation (20), Er = Vi(okll/ is a tuning constant. Using Er = 
0.24, Makin and KlIdl)!{/vtsev [2002] found good agreement 
between their model ane! measurements by Banner el a/. 
[2000]. This value is usee! for the moclel calculations. 

[51] Using the unifiee! spectral model to calculate the 
spectral moments 11100 ane! 11120, we plot in Figure 4 the 
omni-directional distribution of breaking front lengths for 
dominant waves as given by J)1akin and KlIc!J:vavlsev's 
[2002] mocle!. Il is calculated only for breaking fronts with 
speeds ranging l'rom CI', the speed at the peak of the wave 
spectrum, to C = J2g/kp. For ail breakingl'i'ont speeds 
within this range, Makin and KlId/)J(/vlsev's [2002] model 
exhibits a significantly larger average length of breaking 
fronts than both the empirical mode! and the one for sea 
state at statistical equilibrium. 

5. Total Whitecap Coverages 
5.1. Model for the Time of Persistence of the 
Foam Layers 

[52] The persistence time T of a foam layer, once gener
atecl, can be e!efInecl as the lime at whieh its thiekness 

becomes inlinitesima!. According I() our dynall1ical model 
fèll' il (À, 1), this Iill1it dcpends on the seale of the unclerlying 
carrier wave (sec Figure 3), Thcrel'ore, for an individual 
breaker, the persislence time of the genernted foam layer is 
proportionalto the periml orthe underlying carrier wave: T = 
(l,T" = (l·2TIc/g, where (1 is a constant of proportionalily. [1' 
the foam-Iayer persislence time T is chosen to be less than 
the active breaking event cluralion T* = 0.8- TI" i.e., if a :S 
0.8, only "clynamic-foam"-type formations (Stage A break
ers) are taken into aeeount for the whitecap coverage 
cleduced From equation (3). For a > 0.8, only slalic-foam
type is ineluded in the eoverage mode!. 

5.2. CO/l1parison With Semi-E/l1pirical Fils 
[5}] \-Vith T = a2TIc/g, equation (3) can be rewritten as a 

function of the omni-clirectional distribution of breaking 
fronts length /\(c,U) as follows: 

2(m j'CI' 7 F( U) = ~ c- 1\ (c, U)de, 
a 
b • ClI/ilI 

(21) 

where the integration is restrictecl to waves l'aster than Cil/in = 
(gÀ,n iI/2 TI) 1/2 and slower than the phase speed at the peak of 
the wave spectrum cI" 

[54] To valie!ate our dynamical model for F, numerical 
results given by equation (21) using previously clescribecl 
1110cle!s for /\(c, U) can be comparecl to the most popular 
reportecl sel11i-empirical algorithms. Tt is commonplace to fit 
the wind-speecl-clepene!ent whitecap coverage to the power
law, such as 

(22) 

where ex and ~ are constants and UIQ is the wine! speee! at the 
reference IlCight 10 111. On the basis of photographic images 
collectee! from 10w-altit1lCle ship platforms, J\10l/ahan al/d 
o 'Muircheartaigh [1980] proposecl 

(23) 

Bondur and Sharkov [1982] usecl airborne platfor111 higb
resolution photographie imagery to separate and quantify 
the 1:\'10 folloyving phenol11ena:(l) fresh dense foam patch es 
from breaking waves ane! (2) low-reflectance resie!ual foam 
layers. On the basis of the shape and brightness of whitecap 
images, they e!ivide the whitecap formations into crests of 
e!ynamic foam and striplike or patchy structure of static 
foam with lifetimes on the order of a few seconds to many 
secone!s, respeetively. The first stage (Stage A aceorcling to 
Monahan classification) is most closely associated with the 
spilling breaker (a-plume) wbich forms a small but highly 
reflective foam patch and the second stage (resp. Stage B) is 
associated with the evolving t'oam layer (transient entrained 
bubbles and surlnce-bubble decay: r3, 'Y-plumes). Bal/dur 
and Sharkov [1982] proposed 

F=6.5x 1O-3[1+4,76X 10-2(UIO 5)2] (statiefoam) 

F = 1.5 x 10-4 [l + 2,2 x 1 0-2( UIO - 5)3] (crest J'oam). 

(24) 
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Figure 5. Comparison between empirical fits of whitecap 
coverage as a fl.lnction of wind speed for dynamic and static 
foam and the dynamicalmodel. (a) Persistence time of foam 
T is chosen equal to active breaking event durations T"" 

(b) Here T is chosen equal to 5 times the underlying carrier 
wave periods. 

The static-foam law (equation (24)) is used in the emissivity 
model developed by Kunkee and Gasiewski [1997]. 

[55] These properties were also quantified in a similar 
way by lllfonahan and Woo(j'[ 1989]. They processed video 
images using brightness discrimination level and proposed 

F = 1.95 x 1 0-5 U~Ù5 exp(0.0861 6. T) (statie Coam) 
(25) 

F = 2.92 x 10-7 U(Ù204 exp(0.198 6.T) (erest foam). 

These correlations include departures from thermal equili
bril.lm, !::",T = T.vca - T;'i,.(deg C). Theil' conclusions agree 
with those of BOlldur alld Sharkov [1982]. Whitecap 
coverage by the post wave-breaking foam layer represents 
80-85% of the total whitecap coverage in the visible. 

[56] As illustrated in Figure 5, if ais taken equal to 0.8 with 
the empirical moclel of Me/ville and Matusov [2002] for the 

distribution function /\(e), the whitecap eoverage mocle! 
given by equation (21) agrees very weil with the empirical 
laws 01' "crcst-l'oam" coverage. The curvc predicted by the 
model fits closely 801ldlll' alld S/wrkO\J's [1982] law and lies 
at a slighlly higher level than MOlla/wll alld HIcJOIj"s [1989] 
fit ifa value of !::"'T= 3°C is chosen (the significance ofthis 
parameter will be c1iseussecl furlher). If the moclel/\.,,(c) for 
sea states at statistical equilibrium is usecl in equalion (21) 
with a = 0.8, the moclelecl l'oam coverage c1epenclence with 
wincl speecl is signifieanlly higher than the reported whiteeap 
eoverage l'or statie 10al11. Sineel'or a :S 0.8, only erest-foam 
formations should be accounted for, the model clearly over
estimates the whitecap coverage. When the model /\doll/(e) is 
usecl, the l'oam eoverage is also founcl to eorreetly reprocluee 
the reportecl foam-crest coverages. 

[sil Good agreement is also lound between the moclel 
using ACII/p(e) in equation (21) ancl the empirieal c1ata for 
statie-l'oam eoverage with ([ ~ 5. This numerieal value 
refleets the fael that reportecl total static-l'oam eovcrage 
shoulcl corresponcl to the sum of incliviclual sea surface area 
sYvept by eaeh breaking front cluring approximately tÏve \-vave 
periocls. 

[58] For that particular value of a, Acq(e) ancl Adoll/(e) are, 
respeetively, overestimating ancl unclerestimating the 
reportecl foam eoverages. However, the mocle! for /\doll/(e) 
inclicates that a significant fraction ofthe sea surface coverecl 
by statie foam is generated by dominant breaking waves. 

6. Conditional Whitecap Coverages 

[59] To c1etermine the eonclitiol1al sea surface area co v
erecl by Foam layers having a given thickness 6, the 
clynamical moclel l'or incliviclual whitecap thickness 6 (À, t) 
ancl the moclel for overall whitecap coverage F(U) must be 
connectecl. The idea is to associate a given c1ass of breaking 
fronts moving at speecl between e and e + de with a 
charaeteristic foam-Iayer thickness. Given the distribution 
A(e, U), there is equiprobability for incliviclual foam layers 
to be in any configuration between incipient growth and the 
encl stages of tbe foaming process. A charaeteristic whitecap 
thickness scale for the class of breaking fronts 1l10ving at 
speed between c ancl e + de can thus be c1efined as 

B,(e) = (6(C))T= ~ 1" 11(1) . B(>.., I)dl, (26) 
T,a 

where Il(t) = 1 for 0 :S t:S T is the probability for a whitecap 
to be at a particular stage of evolution cluring the foam-Iayer 
persistence c1uration T. The characteristie thickness seale 
6T (e) represents the most probable time-averagecl thickness 
of l'oam layers generatecl by break ers moving at speecl 
between e ancl e + de, cluring the periocl of observation T. 

6.1. Thiclmess Distribution for the 
Crcst-Foam Covcragc 

[60] Aecorcling to equations (26), (5), and (6), the char
acteristic lhickness of clynamic-foam patehes (a = 0.8) 
generatecl hy hreakers moving at speecl belween e ancl e + 
de is given by 

0.4 0.4c2 

2k 2g 
(27) 
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Figure 6. Characteristic foam-Iayer thickness scale as a 
function of the carrier breaking wave velocity. Thin line: 
crest-foam characteristic thickness (see equation (27)); tbick 
line: static foam characteristic thickness (see equation (30)) 
if a = 5. 

The evolution of 6T *(e) with e is plotted in Figure 6. Using 
equation (27), an increment of foam-Iayer thickness d6T * 
can be related to an increment of breaking front velocity de. 
The incremental crest-foam coverage associated with foam 
layers having thicknesses between 6T* and 6T * + d6T * is 
therefore the one associated with breaking front velocities 
between e and e + de, 

(28) 

[61] For the empirical expression I\elllp' the incremental 
crest-foam fraction,!! coverage due t9 foam layers with 
thickness between bT * and bT * + dbT * is expressed as 
follows: 

(29) 

[62] ln Figure 7, we plot the integration of dFc(Uto,6T ) 

from the lower characteristic thickness limit blllill c::: 7 lI~n 
(which corresponds to the minimum breaking front velocity: 
blllill = O.4e/~ill/2g) to a varying upper limit 6/i1ll' The model 
predicts that at least two thirds of the sea surface covered by 
crest foam in fully developed seas is due to air-water mixture 
patches thinner than 60 cm, whatever wind speed conditions. 

6.2. Thickness Distribution for the 
Static-Foam Coverage 

[63] To evaluate the thickness distribution for tbe static
foam coverage, the persistence time T of foam layers needs 
to be set at lat'ger values th an the breaking event duration 
T*, i.e., a ;:: 0.8. In tbis case, the characteristic thickness of 
static-foam patches generated by brealœrs moving at speed 
belween e and e -1- de can be derived fTom equations (26), 
(5), and (6), 

UT c = -- - + T 1 - e M"~ • " () OAc [Sc ./ ( --"-(21T1I-5))J 
2'fia 2g 

(30) 

This model for bT(e) is compared to the characteristic 
thickness scale for crest-foam layers in Figure G. As 
expectecl fI'om our assumptions, foam layers are always 
thicker on average during the aclive stage of breaking. 

[64] The incremcntal slatic-foam coveragc associated 
wJth foam layers having thicknesses between 6T and 6T -1-
dbT is the coverage associatecl \Vith breaking fronts \Vith 
velocilies between e and e -1- de aller a duration T, 

( 
~) 2a'fi? dF". U,6T = -c-l\(c,U)dc. 

g 
(31 ) 

lt can be numerically evaluated \Vith lhe empirical expres
sion I\elllfl and \Vith a ::= 5. In Figure 8, we plot the 
integration of dF.JUJ(), bT) from the lower characteristic 
lhickness limil blllill = 1 mm 10 a varying upper limit 61i1ll . 
The model predicls that at leasl two thirds of the sea 
surface covered by static foam in l'ully developed seas is 
due 10 air-water mixture palches lhinner than 35 cm, 
whatever wind speed conditions. According 10 the model, 
approximalely aIl lhe coverage is due to layers thinner 
th an 1 111. 

6.3. Effects of the Atmospheric 
Boundary-Layer Stability 

[65] As shown in Figure 9, if the temperature c1ifference 
between air and water increases from O°C to 1 DOC, the 
empirical laws derived by Monahan and Wod! [1989] 
reveal that the fraclional coverage due to crest foam 
in creas es by about a factor of 8. A weaker thermal effect 
was found by Monahan and Woo(/[1989] on the fractional 
coverage of static-foam formations. Still, an increase of 
10°C in !:::,.T approximately corresponds to an increase of 
the static-foam coverage by 3 (see Figure lOb). 
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Figure 7. Fractional surface coverage of crest foam 
associated with layers thinner them a threshold value Blill" 
given numerically in centimeters above each curve. The 
lhick liue with triangles is the total crest-foam fractional 
coverage deduced from the model with 1\ = I\elllfl and a = 
0.8. The dashed lines represents two lhirds of that 
coverage. 
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Figure 8. Fractional surface coverage of static foam 
associated with layers thinner than a threshold value 61illl , 

given nUll1erically in centimeters above each curve. The 
thick line with triangles is the total static-foam fractional 
coverage deduced l'rom the modelA = AelllP and a = 5. The 
clashed lines represents two thircls of that coverage. 

[66] This important effect is not dynamically taken into 
account in our mode!. An empirical correction factor 'for 
atmospheric stability impact is therefore introclucecl as 
follows: 

F(U) = 2[/'IT [ r" c2 1\ (c, U)dC] x e(ŒC,T-~), (32) 
g JCmm 

where the parameters CI: and ~ of the thermal correction 
factor are detenninecl for both crest foam and static foam by 
best fitting the moclel to Monahan and Woo(l's [1989] 
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Figure 9. Effects of the boundary-Iayer stability parameter 
6.Ton the cre~t-foal11 coverage as reported by 1I10nahan and 
Woo(/[ 1989]. 

ell1piricallaws (equation (25)). Using a least-square method, 
the deterll1ined numerical values for Cy and [3 arc 

{

ne = 0.[98 

f\ = 0.91 

{ 

n., = 0.086 [ 

~, - 0.38 

l'al' cresl-faal11 caveragc and, 

(33) 

far slalic-faal11 caveragc. 

[67] Efftciency 0 f the addecl empirical correction factors 
is illustrated in Figure 10. The moclel correctly reproduces 
the wincl speecl clepenclence for crest-foam coverage as a 
function of 6. T. For the static-foam coverage, clifferences 
are, however, generatecl by the use of a power 3 depenclence 
with the wincl speecl U IO in the moclel for A clllp , in contrast to 
a power 2.55 clepenclence in Monahan and Woo(l's [1989] 
empirical laws (equation (25)). 

(a) Cresl-foam 
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Figure 10. Effects of the thermal stability correction 
factors on (a) the crest-foam coverage moclel ancl (b) the 
static-foam coverage mocle!. 
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[68J The previously determined incrementa[ crest-foam 
and static-foam coverages associated with foam [ayers 
having thicknesses between 6T and 6T -1- d6T can now be 
simply corrected for the thermal effects by respectively 
multiplying equations (29) and (3 [) by the correction 
factors ehllT-rU and é"llT-i3,,). 

6.4. Average Thickness as a Function of Wind Speed 

[69 J An interesting parameter in the context of the present 
model is the foam-layer thickness weighted by the 
corresponding conditiona[ surface foam coverage and aver
aged over all breaking wave scales for a given wincl speed, 

(34) 

[70 J ft is plotted as a fUl1ctiol1 of U IO for crest foam ancl 
static foam in Figure Il. Il can be seen that the globally 
averaged foam-layer thickness weighted by the coverage is 
less than 3.5 cm for static foam and less than 1 cm for crest 
foam. As expected, the stronger the wind speed, the thicker 
the layers on average. Although crest-foam layers associated 
with a given scale of bre~king 'Naves are thicker than the 
subsequent static patch es, 6 is smaller for crest-foam than for 
static-foam formations due to smaller fractional coverage. 
This parameter is directly relatecl to the overall impact of the 
Foam thickness on the microwave brightness signatures as a 
function of wind speecl. 

7. Conclusions and Discussion 

[71J A bibliographical survey on the microwave emissiv
ity of sea-foam formations was conductecl and highlighted 
the fact that small variations in the thickness of inclividual 
foam layers strongly influence the amount of emitted 
microwave radiations. The lhickness of foam layers gcncr
ated by breaking waves is naturally distributed due to the 
large range of surface wave scales involvecl in the breaking 
process at sea and because of the basic unsteadiness of the 
phenomenon. The overall microwave brightness due to 

('oam formations in a givcn sea surli.lee area is therel'ore 
the surn of individual contributions ['rom several l'OHm 
patches with varying thieknesses. Although the elTeets of 
a distributed thiekness panllneter on the fOHm-induccd 
brightness temperature may have an intensity comparable 
to, and even in some cases larger th ,111 , the l'ractional 
whileeap eoverage, il is not yct ineillded in brighlness 
temperature modcls. To fil! this gap, wc clevclopecl a 
dynamieal model for the conclitional Il'action of sea SUrli.1CC 
cClvereci by IDam layers with thieknesses betyvcen E and 6 -1-

d6, as a fllnetion of the wincl speed at [O-m Iwight U IO • 

[72J The thickness of an inclividual IDam layer was 
defined here as the depth al which air bubbles and turbu
lence are injected into the water eolumn. [n the available 
electromagnetic emissivity mode[s for foam [e.g., U/aby el 
al., [986; DOlllbmvskiy alld Raizer, 1992; GIIO el al., 200 [J, 
sea-foam [ayers are often clescribed as [ayers of air-water 
mixture with clearly definecl lovver boundaries betwecn the 
foam meclia ancl the underlying water masses. The basic 
assumption in these models is that the whitecap can be 
regardecl as a distinct turbulent flow that traps enough air 
bubb [es for the resulting air-water mixture to be lighter than 
the water below. [f the density difference inhibits mixing 
with the wavy water interface, the foam layer might be 
assumecl to ride on the top of the water surface. As shown 
by Longuel-Higgins and Tl/mer [1974J, such a mode! of 
"above the surface foam" is relevant to quasi-steady 
breaking for which the foam layer retains its overall iclentity 
during the process. 

[73 J However, underwater measurements of the evolution 
of turbulent bubbles clouds generated just underneath 
unsteacly breakers [e.g., Rapp alld Me/ville, 1990] reveal 
that the vertical downward extent of the foam-Iayer is 
basically unsteady. In particular, Rapp and Ale/vil/e's 
[1990J measurements show that the depth of injection of 
the turbulent air-water patches into the water columll is 
driven by the scale of the carrier wave within breaking wave 
groups, and the depth exhibits a fast monotonic growth 
during the active stage of breaking. Sil11ilarly, reported 
temporal evolutions of visual surface signat1ll'es of indivicl
ual unsteady whitecaps also show a fast monotonic growth 
of whitecap boundaries during the active stage of breaking 
followecl by a slO\ver exponentia[ decay. Assuming a self
similarity between the foam-Iayer dynamics in the horizontal 
and vertical planes, we combined these existing experimen
tal results to provide a consistent time-dependent model 6(\, 
t) for the thickness of foam [ayers generated by individua[ 
breaking waves with length scale À. In the context oflDam
emissivity mode!ing, it is important to stress that the vertical 
distribution vez, À, t) of the air void fraction within a foam 
layer with thickness describecl by 6(À, 1) is certain[y not 
constant at any instant 1. At the air/1Dam interface, air void 
fraction is indced 1 and the lower boundary 0 l' the layer is by 
definition located at a depth at which air voici fraction is zero. 
Although it is out of the scope of the present paper, a model 
for the voici fraction vertical distribution vvithin 1Dam 
layers as a function of the scale of breaking waves vez, l, 
À) = v(z/6(À), t) is also neeclecl. 

[74J A key parameterization in our clynamica[ moclel of 
foam coverage is the distribution 1\( ë)dë of the total [ength 
of breaking fi'OIlls moving with speed between ë and ë -1- dë. 
The mode!ed function I\eq(ë) derived fi'om Phi//ljJs' [1985] 
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nnalysis for sca slalcs at slalislical equilibriull1 provides a 
dirccl rclalionship bclwecn lhc avcrage lolal Icnglh of 
brcaking fronls of a givcll scalc and lhc corresponding 
wnvc-heighl speclral Icvcl (sec cqunlion (17)). [t is bcyond 
lhc scope of lhc presenl papcr 10 e!iscuss whcthcr a givcn 
scale of breaking wave (vclocily, wavenumber) is uniquely 
associalccl with lhe speclral level al lhal stllnc scale. [-[ow
cvcr, il has long bcen pointee! out lhal dynamical and 
slalislical characlerislics of wave brcaking evenls, as local
izcd e!isconlinuilies, will imply signalures over a wide 
speclral range [Rapp a/ld Me/ville, 1990; Meza el a/., 
2000]. Consequenlly, il may bc underslooe! lhal /\.</ë, U) 
is somehow overeslimalecl for lhe shorlcsl scales. Il is al80 
expecled that /\"'1(ë, U) will not apply for the dominant 
scales near lhe spectral peak. For lhis region a slatislical 
model as derived by Maki/l and Kudlyavlsev [2002] is 
certainly more pertinent. Hovvever, lhe most consistent 
paramelerizations for the whitecap coverage are obtained 
when considering the experimentally derived fon11 for 
/\"IIII/ë, U) proposed by Me/Fille and Malusov [2002]. 
Using their proposed distribution, a mean persistencc time 
T ~ 0.8T" for foa111 layers, consistent with reported active 
breaking event durations, \vell reproduccs the empirical 
laws of crest-foam coverage. Considering large persistence 
time, our model predictions also match the empiricallaws of 
static-foam coverage when a proportionality factor of 5 is 
chosen between persistence lime and breaking wave peri
ods. This duration is slightly longer than the one reportecl by 
Rapp ancl Melville [1990], who founcl a maximum depth of 
bubble injection after four wave periocls. I-Iowever, the 
greater nUl11erical value we founcl in order 10 match el11pir
ical fits can be understoocl since static-foam formations are 
not solely generated by breaking 'Naves but also by Lang- . 
l11uir circulation (e.g., foam streaks), ancl this is not inclucled 
in our mocle!. Moreover, wh en the persistencc time T is 
artificially set at lat'ger values than the active breaking time 
in our modeling, motion is attributed to the whitecap after 
the wave hacl stoppecl breaking. COl11mon observation 
suggests that the foam cloucls progressively loose their 
advection vclocity al' ter the active breaking periocl. Conse
quently, our whitecap coverage model for static foa111 
provides an approximate clescription of the real long-lived 
foa111 clouds. 

[75] Following this clevelopment, a conditional foam 
coverage F( U, 6) of foam formations with thickness 6 was 
consistently determinecl. Empirical corrections to account 
for atmospheric bounclary-layer stability were also acldecl. 
As expected, our moclel predicts that foa111 layers are on 
average thicker with wind speed. When air-sea temperature 
clifference is about 10°C, vve found that foam-layer thick
nesses reach maximum averaged value at U = 20 mis of 
about 4 cm and 1 cm for static- and crest-foam formations, 
respectively. These values are approximately clivided by two 
in neutral conditions. To our knowledge, there is no 
available experimental clata to validate the mode! results. 
However, they are consistent with Wi/heil's [1979] estimate 
of an overall averaged sea l'oHm-layer thickness of 1 cm. 
lncleccl, lhe apparent mierowave brightness temperature of 
the sea surface clue to foam has long becn known to be 
dominantly determined by spilling wave crests (or slage A 
whitecaps) and not static foam [see e.g., Wang et a/., 1995; 
!I!{onahan, 2002]. The numerical value cleclucccl by Wi/heit 

11979] [1'0111 dala collected by salcll ilc-borne microwave 
radiomclers is Iherefore consislent wilh our model preclic
lions for crcsl [()am. 

17(,] According to cmissivity models and measurcmcnls, 
saturalion in f()am emissivity, i.e., Ü)Hm radialions lcnding 
lo thal ofa black body, occurs only ifsea-foamlhiekness is 
lat'ger lhan aboul 2 limes lhe eleclromagnetic wavelenglh. 
Our model predicls thal no saluration should be observcd 
on average for microwave frequencies from [(u-Band (1.7-
2.5 cm) lo L-band (15-30 cm) at wind speeds smaller th an 
20 mis. Saturation might, however, appear for smaller 
wavelengths such as the Ka-Band (0.75-1.2 cm) either 
whcn the wincl speccl is grealer lhan aboul 14 mis ancl the 
air-sea lemperature difference is about 10°C, or for U > 
18 mis in neutral stability conditions. Accorcling to our 
mode l, uncler neutral condilions, an increase in wind speed 
l'rom 0 to 20 mis incluces a 2-cm increase for lhe average sea
foam thickness. This will approximately induce doubling of 
foam emissivity at [(u and C bands measurements according 
to theoretical calculations by either Bordolls/ày el al. [1978], 
Dropp/elllan [1970], or Cuo el al. [2001]. 

[77] Since bubble void fractions and size distributions 
beneath breaking waves also depencl on the breaking wave 
scales, the present model can also be extended to estimate 
lhe integrated evolution of these parameters with win cl 
speed. ln the near future, the proposecl set of parameter
izations will then be usecl, in conjunction with emissivity 
mode!s, to better assess the impact of breaking waves on the 
measured brightness temperature. As foreseen, this will 
facilitate the clevelopment of a consistent inversion of sea 
surface characteristics (wincl stress, gas transfer coefficient, 
etc.) ancl breaking wave statistics [see, e.g., Angue/ova, 
2002] From passive microwave measurements at cliffering 
frequencies. 
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